Abstract-Hypercomplex or endstopped visual cortical neurons are usually supposed to be concerned with length or end point analysis. However, recent evidence demonstrates that endstopped neurons are curvature-selective, a connection that we explore here in some detail. A model of endstopped simple cells is developed and a variety of computational simulations examine the connection of the model to the reported length and orientation responses of endstopped neurons. Even and odd versions of the model are described, both of which are shown to be curvature-selective. Even-symmetric instances of the model respond well to thin curves over a range of curve orientation and curvature, independent of sign of curvature. In contrast, odd-symmetric instances respond to both thin and thick curves while ex~biting a more complex curvature-sign dependence--responding in a sign-selective fashion to curved lines but not to curved edges. Finally, the response of the endstopped model to curve singularities is explored, and the possible role of nonendstopped and endstopped cells in building curve descriptions is discussed.
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Abstract-Hypercomplex or endstopped visual cortical neurons are usually supposed to be concerned with length or end point analysis. However, recent evidence demonstrates that endstopped neurons are curvature-selective, a connection that we explore here in some detail. A model of endstopped simple cells is developed and a variety of computational simulations examine the connection of the model to the reported length and orientation responses of endstopped neurons. Even and odd versions of the model are described, both of which are shown to be curvature-selective. Even-symmetric instances of the model respond well to thin curves over a range of curve orientation and curvature, independent of sign of curvature. In contrast, odd-symmetric instances respond to both thin and thick curves while ex~biting a more complex curvature-sign dependence--responding in a sign-selective fashion to curved lines but not to curved edges. Finally, the response of the endstopped model to curve singularities is explored, and the possible role of nonendstopped and endstopped cells in building curve descriptions is discussed. The model differs substantially from most cortex, although the role that endstopping plays other attempts to estimate curvature. We are in visual info~ation processing has remained neither assuming the existence of trace points to elusive. Computational investigations have sug-the curve (e.g. Asada & Brady, 1986 ) nor a gested that curvature may play an important specific representation of it (e.g. the chain code; role in orientation selection (Parent & Zucker, see Freeman & Davis, 1977) . The principal 1989), and we have recently proposed that end-exception is a recent paper by Koenderink and stopping plays a role in estimating curvature.
van Doom (19871, who are attempting to exPhysiological evidence in support of this pro-press many of the constructs of differential posal has been found (Dobbins, Zucker & Cy-geometry in receptive field terms. In contrast to nader, 1987; Orban, Versarel & Lagae, 1987) ; this broad exploration, our work has been and in this paper we describe simulations that focused on one model that has physiological provide detailed computational support for it. support.
Our proposal takes the specific form of a The possible significance of curvature in model for endstopped simple cells. Computavision was suggested by Attneave (1954) who tional experiments with the model demonstrate demonstrated that regions of high curvature its consistency with the essential data about appear to be rich sources of shape information. endstopping in the neurophysiological literaRegardless of the means by which curvature is ture. In this paper we examine the response of estimated, the info~ation it provides may play the model to curved lines, curved edges, multiple roles in vision: for example in orientainflections, and chevrons; that is, to more natution selection (Parent & Zucker, 1989) ; in the ral and varied stimuli than those traditionally decomposition of curves into parts at negative used to evaluate visual cortical responses. image rather than the curvature of surfaces in
